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ABSTRACT

Background Although molecular testing has become standard in managing advanced nonsquamous non-small-cell 
lung cancer (nsclc), most patients undergo minimally invasive procedures, and the diagnostic tumour specimens 
available for testing are usually limited. A knowledge translation initiative to educate diagnostic specialists about 
sampling techniques and laboratory processes was undertaken to improve the uptake and application of molecular 
testing in advanced lung cancer.

Methods A multidisciplinary panel of physician experts including pathologists, respirologists, interventional 
thoracic radiologists, thoracic surgeons, medical oncologists, and radiation oncologists developed a specialty-specific 
education program, adapting international clinical guidelines to the local Ontario context. Expert recommendations 
from the program are reported here.

Results Panel experts agreed that specialists procuring samples for lung cancer diagnosis should choose biopsy 
techniques that maximize tumour cellularity, and that conservation strategies to maximize tissue for molecular testing 
should be used in tissue processing. The timeliness of molecular reporting can be improved by pathologist-initiated 
reflex testing upon confirmation of nonsquamous nsclc and by prompt transportation of specimens to designated 
molecular diagnostic centres. To coordinate timely molecular testing and optimal treatment, collaboration and 
communication between all clinicians involved in diagnosing patients with advanced lung cancer are mandatory.

Conclusions Knowledge transfer to diagnostic lung cancer specialists could potentially improve molecular testing 
and treatment for advanced lung cancer patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related 
mortality in Canadians, with a 5-year survival rate of 
approximately 18%1. Non-small-cell lung cancer (nsclc) 
typically presents at an advanced stage2, and biomarker- 
directed therapy has greatly altered the approach to 
treating advanced nsclc3. Compared with conventional  
chemotherapy regimens, tyrosine kinase inhibitors 
targeting the epidermal growth factor receptor (egfr) 

and anaplastic lymphoma kinase (alk) in select patient 
populations have been associated with improved clinical 
outcomes, including response and quality of life; a favour-
able toxicity profile; and improved progression-free and 
even overall survival4–14.

Routine testing for EGFR mutations and ALK re-
arrangement has now become standard in the management 
of advanced nonsquamous nsclc15–18; however, not all 
jurisdictions have succeeded in implementing guideline- 
based testing recommendations in a timely manner. In a 
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Canadian EGFR testing program initiated in 2010, molec-
ular testing was estimated to have been initiated for only 
38% of eligible nsclc patients, and of the tests initiated, 
12% were not performed because tumour specimens were 
insufficient18. This gap in knowledge translation is believed 
to be multi-factorial, arising from a lack of awareness on 
the part of non-oncology clinicians diagnosing lung cancer, 
and a lack of dedicated funding and laboratory infrastruc-
ture support for routine molecular testing19,20.

Despite the incorporation of molecular testing into 
Cancer Care Ontario’s lung cancer diagnostic pathway 
in 20122, there remains, for members of the lung cancer 
diagnostic team, a need for knowledge dissemination 
about molecular testing in lung cancer and for concrete 
guidance in implementing the guidelines. Cancer Care 
Ontario’s mandate for performance improvement requires 
knowledge transfer through a coordinated program to 
engage clinicians by formal and informal means. Expe-
rience from quality improvement initiatives in Canadian 
oncology settings has affirmed the importance of clinician 
engagement and multidisciplinary education21,22. We 
therefore developed a knowledge translation intervention 
to educate diagnostic lung cancer specialists about clinical 
relevance, sampling techniques, and laboratory processes 
to improve the uptake and application of molecular testing 
in advanced lung cancer. The intervention was developed 
with a local context in mind, although the insights gained 
are broadly applicable to oncology settings in Canada and 
worldwide. Zer et al.23 described the effect of this interven-
tion with respect to improving clinician knowledge of best 
practices in tissue acquisition and handling and in expe-
dited molecular testing. The present report summarizes 
key insights from this multidisciplinary education pro-
gram addressing use of molecular testing for lung cancer 
in Ontario, including sample acquisition and processing, 
patient selection, interdisciplinary communication, and 
steps toward overcoming barriers to implementation.

METHODS

Study Objectives
The intervention was designed to increase the awareness of 
clinicians involved in lung cancer diagnosis—specifically, 
those acquiring and processing diagnostic samples—about 
current best practices and guidelines for molecular testing 
and personalized therapy in nsclc. Additional goals in-
cluded using collaborative discussion in specialty-specific 
working groups to identify barriers to routine biomarker 
testing and to develop strategies for overcoming those 
barriers. By engaging knowledge users and seeking their 
insight into gaps in the current knowledge base, we sought 
to identify action steps that could be used to overcome  
barriers to the implementation of molecular testing guide-
lines in lung cancer.

Ethics and Funding
The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre institutional re-
search ethics board reviewed and approved the study. 
The study was conducted with the support of the Ontario 
Institute for Cancer Research and Cancer Care Ontario 
through funding provided by the Government of Ontario.

Study Design and Target Population
A multidisciplinary panel of physician experts—including 
key provincial leaders in pathology, interventional thoracic 
radiology, respirology, thoracic surgery, radiation oncol-
ogy, and medical oncology—was assembled to develop 
specialty-specific education programs. Panel members 
reviewed published clinical guidelines and guidelines in 
development15,22. Recommendations were summarized 
and adapted to the local Ontario context. Educational 
content was developed based on the summarized recom-
mendations, supplemented by specialty-specific literature 
review and local experience. Panel members reviewed the 
education materials, resolved disagreements thorough 
discussion, and then delivered the programs at provincial 
and national specialty meetings and in selected provincial 
health regions. In addition to a formal lecture delivered by 
2–4 multidisciplinary speakers, participants were invited 
to interact during the session to provide feedback and to 
identify barriers to and solutions for implementing guide-
line recommendations specific to their individual practice, 
institution, and regional area.

RESULTS

Between May and October 2013, 10 education workshops 
were held across Ontario, registering 315 attendees in total. 
Participants included Ontario specialists from multiple 
disciplines involved in the diagnosis and treatment of lung 
cancer, including respirologists, pathologists, radiologists, 
thoracic surgeons, radiation and medical oncologists, 
pharmacists, oncology nurses, and pathology laboratory 
technologists. The specialty-specific recommendations 
addressing sample acquisition and processing, patient 
selection, interdisciplinary communication, and solutions 
for addressing barriers to implementation are summarized 
in the subsections that follow. An ideal nsclc molecular 
diagnostic pathway is summarized in Figure 1.

Sample Acquisition

Respirology Perspectives
Flexible bronchoscopy has commonly been performed in 
the initial work-up for suspected lung cancer. The tech-
nique is widely available, has the potential to rule out other 
diagnoses, and can lead to a rapid diagnosis of lung cancer, 
including pathologic subtype. However, bronchoscopy 
alone may not yield sufficient tissue for molecular testing. 
Tumour cellularity in bronchial wash specimens24—and 
also in bronchial biopsy samples25,26—is often relatively 
low. The worst results with respect to EGFR mutation de-
tection rates have been reported for bronchial washings or 
brushings and sputum27. Bronchial biopsy specimens can 
also show crush artifact, impairing downstream immuno-
histochemistry (ihc) or fluorescence in situ hybridization.

Multiple strategies can be used to increase the po-
tential tumour yield. Increasing the size of biopsy forceps 
and obtaining at least 3 endobronchial biopsies makes a 
successful histologic diagnosis more likely28. Combining 
multiple techniques including bronchial biopsy and en-
dobronchial ultrasonography with transbronchial needle 
aspiration could also improve diagnostic yield29,30. In 
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addition, rapid on-site evaluation (rose) of sample qual-
ity by a cytopathologist or a qualified cytotechnologist 
could improve patient safety by reducing the number of 
additional procedures and reducing complications; it 
can also optimize laboratory workflow31–34. In settings in 
which rose is not available, 3 aspirations or 2 aspirations 
plus 1 tissue core per suspected lymph node station for 
cytology preparation and cell block are recommended35. 
An increased extent of tissue sampling for maximizing 
tissue yield has to be weighed against patient tolerance and 
the longer procedure and local anesthesia times required.

Interventional Thoracic Radiology Perspectives
Percutaneous transthoracic biopsies are frequently used 
for peripheral lesions not accessible by bronchoscopy, and 
tissue yield is strongly influenced by the gauge of the biopsy 
needle used. Although the use of smaller biopsy needles 
can mitigate the risk of post-procedure complications 
including pneumothorax, hemoptysis, and hemorrhage, 
that practice could compromise tumour cellularity in the 
specimen obtained. Although the optimal needle gauge 
for obtaining core biopsies remains unclear, standard 
20-gauge needles are frequently used36. Coaxial needle 
technique permits acquisition of multiple samples and 
allows for both core biopsy and cytology specimens to 

be obtained while minimizing pleural punctures and 
potentially lowering the risk of pneumothorax37,38.

To improve diagnostic accuracy, reduce the need for 
repeat procedures, and optimize patient safety, rose of 
fine-needle aspirate cytology specimens is preferred39,40. 
In settings in which rose is not available, 3–4 core biopsies 
are recommended (assuming that the lesion is of sufficient 
volume). When multiple core biopsies are obtained, the 
likelihood of unsuccessful molecular analysis because of 
insufficient tumour cellularity, necrotic tissue, or crush 
artifact is reduced.

Although fine-needle aspiration and core biopsies 
both yield appropriate tissue for genomic testing, as well 
as ALK by ihc and fluorescence in situ hybridization, it is 
important to appreciate that certain emerging predictive 
tests might be more appropriate for one sample type 
compared with another. A current example is expression 
of PD-L1, which is predictive of benefit from PD-1 axis 
inhibitors41. The relevant test has been validated in sur-
gical pathology and core needle biopsy specimens, but 
not yet in cytology specimens. This situation is expected 
to evolve with time, however.

Thoracic Surgery Perspectives
Although surgical resection for nsclc has historically fo-
cused primarily on early-stage disease, thoracic surgeons 
have an important role to play beyond surgical resection for 
nsclc patients42. Surgeons are among the first diagnostic 
specialists to evaluate lung cancer patients in Canada, even 
at an advanced stage given the growing use of rapid diag-
nostic programs43. Resection specimens provide a larger 
volume of tumour tissue for downstream molecular testing.

Testing in the early-stage setting is encouraged15. 
Although therapy with tyrosine kinase inhibitors is not 
currently indicated in the adjuvant setting44, tumour re-
currence remains common in nsclc, and early molecular 
testing is crucial for guiding therapy in a timely manner 
upon recurrence. In the setting of diagnosing unresectable 
nsclc or metastatic recurrence, thoracic surgeons play a 
key role in selecting appropriate biopsy techniques to max-
imize tumour cellularity and facilitate molecular testing.

Pathology Perspectives
Pathologists are essential in the diagnosis, both pathologic 
and molecular, of lung cancer. In addition to determining 
malignancy, lung origin, and pathologic subtype, patholo-
gists evaluate diagnostic specimens to ensure that samples 
meet the criteria for molecular analysis. Whether cytology 
or biopsy specimens are obtained, tumour cellularity is the 
key determinant of the likelihood of successful molecular 
testing45–48; both techniques can potentially yield adequate 
material for diagnostic molecular tests49. With respect 
to cytology specimens, preparation of a cell block is still 
preferred24,50, but other specimens are also suitable for 
analysis27. It is important to recall that molecular testing 
should still be attempted in specimens in which it is unclear 
whether the sample will meet all technical requirements. 
In such cases, the suboptimal quality of the sample should 
be indicated in the report, with consideration of repeat 
testing if unsuccessful or if a better-quality sample be-
comes available.

FIGURE 1 Ideal non-small-cell lung cancer molecular diagnostic 
pathway. HE = hematoxylin and eosin.
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Solutions to Implementation Barriers
Although rose is associated with improved diagnostic ac-
curacy and patient safety, implementing it as part of routine 
practice requires the coordinated efforts of procedural spe-
cialists and pathologists, and also financial and infrastruc-
ture support24. The availability of rose in interventional and 
endoscopy suites in Ontario is limited by human resource 
and financial constraints. Potential solutions to overcoming 
those barriers, which have had success in other jurisdictions, 
include expanding the role of cytotechnologists51 and im-
plementing tele-cytopathology assessment52. Additionally, 
direct and timely feedback from pathologists to clinicians 
about specimen adequacy and tumour cellularity for both 
core biopsy and cytology samples—for example, from 
endobronchial ultrasonography or bronchoscopy—can 
lead to continuous performance improvement.

Sample Processing

Respirology, Interventional Thoracic Radiology, and 
Thoracic Surgery Perspectives
After biopsy or resection, submitting diagnostic samples to 
the pathology laboratory in appropriate transport media is 
crucial to avoid compromising sample quality for molec-
ular assays. Preferred samples include biopsy specimens 
submitted in buffered formalin, thus allowing for prepara-
tion of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks; cytology 
specimens fixed in alcohol can also be used50. Heavy-metal 
and acidic fixatives should be avoided, and decalcification 
of bone samples could compromise sample viability for 
molecular testing50.

Pathology Perspectives
Pathologists are the primary enablers of molecular testing. 
Their role in directing tissue processing and initiating 
routine molecular analysis in a certified diagnostic labo-
ratory at the time of diagnosis are critical to success16,50. 
According to current guidelines, to avoid delays, samples 
should be sent for molecular testing within a maximum 
of 3 working days from diagnosis22. Turnaround time for 
molecular results should be no more than 14 days, with 
access to expedited testing for urgent cases.

A key challenge is tissue conservation. For small biopsy 
samples, tissue conservation strategies are crucial and 
should focus on minimizing the amount of tissue used 
for diagnostic work-up (including slides for routine ihc) 
and maximizing tissue designated for molecular testing53. 
Tissue is lost with each successive refacing of the block, 
and to minimize tissue wastage, cuts should therefore be 
limited. Pathologists should exercise judgment in priori-
tizing molecular testing when limited tissue is available. 
One potential strategy is to cut 15–20 unstained slides 
upon initial processing, reserving 15 slides for molecular 
testing and any additional ihc tests53. Another approach is 
to spread multiple biopsy cores or fragments over separate 
blocks for sequential consumption.

A selective approach to ihc workup should be followed, 
using a minimal panel of markers for subtyping analysis. 
However, limitations of that approach include unnecessary 
testing if the diagnosis is not lung cancer or if the histologic 
subtype is not recommended for molecular testing. For 

example, stains for thyroid transcription factor 1 and p63 (or 
p40) are commonly used for differentiating lung adenocarci-
noma and squamous cell carcinoma by ihc28,54. Unless there 
is strong clinical or pathology suspicion of extrathoracic 
tumour metastasis to lung, extensive routine ihc staining 
to determine extrathoracic tumour origin is discouraged53.

Specimens with high tumour cellularity, even if they 
are small, are preferred for molecular testing over those 
with low tumour cellularity45,47. Whenever possible, the 
entire block and unused precut slides, rather than recut 
slides, should be sent for molecular testing. When multiple 
specimens are available, pathologists should choose the 
best specimen for molecular analysis in consultation with 
the treating clinician22. If the optimal specimen for testing 
is unclear, all available specimens should be sent to the 
molecular diagnostic laboratory with an accompanying de-
scription of fixatives and preparation techniques used and 
of the highest tumour cellularity noted in the tissue block.

Solutions to Implementation Barriers
In Ontario, EGFR and ALK testing are centralized at 
designated molecular testing centres. The geographic 
distribution of referring centres relative to the designated 
laboratories requires transportation of samples and re-
porting of results between the molecular testing centres 
and the submitting institutions. Those additional factors 
can lead to delays in testing and reporting results. Further 
complications arise because of the time and cost associ-
ated with storing, maintaining, retrieving, and process-
ing archival tissue samples for molecular testing. Reflex 
testing upon lung cancer diagnosis—and standardized 
regional protocols for tissue transportation and handling, 
and timely reporting of results—would help to overcome 
those barriers. Additionally, summarized feedback from 
the molecular testing centres to clinicians about tissue 
characteristics and adequacy for molecular analysis can 
assist with continuous performance improvement—for 
example, with such operator-dependent procedures as 
endobronchial ultrasound-guided biopsy.

Selecting Patients for Molecular Testing

Medical and Radiation Oncology Perspectives
At a minimum, all patients with advanced nonsquamous 
nsclc—regardless of sex, ethnicity, or smoking status—
should undergo molecular testing for EGFR and ALK17,50. 
Historically, oncologists were involved in completing the 
staging for patients newly diagnosed with advanced nsclc 
and in initiating molecular testing. However, precious time 
is lost if biomarker results are not available to the oncologist 
at the initial consultation, leading to delays in treatment, 
suboptimal first-line therapy decisions, and even missed 
opportunities for targeted treatment55,56.

Pathology Perspectives
Molecular testing should be ordered at the time of an ad-
vanced nonsquamous lung cancer diagnosis or at the time 
of recurrence or progression for patients initially present-
ing with earlier-stage disease without prior testing. Testing 
early-stage resection specimens is also encouraged, and 
molecular testing should be initiated even if clinical staging 
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data are incomplete at diagnosis50. The implementation of 
pathologist-initiated reflex testing engages pathologists 
in decisions about diagnostic sample adequacy and rec-
ommendations for repeat biopsy, if indicated. In addition, 
the reflex testing strategy allows pathologists to prioritize 
sample processing for molecular diagnostics, eliminates 
the need to re-review slides when molecular testing is re-
quested, and thus minimizes the time from sample submis-
sion to result reporting57. All of those benefits can lead to 
more efficient molecular testing and higher rates of success. 
However, potential drawbacks of reflex testing include the 
analysis of small diagnostic biopsy specimens rather than 
resection specimens and the currently undefined role of 
molecular test results obtained before definitive surgery.

Solutions to Implementation Barriers
Economic restrictions associated with the routine funding 
of molecular testing in Canadian public health care systems 
have largely limited testing to advanced nsclc confirmed 
by clinical staging. The uptake of reflex testing has also 
been constrained by limited awareness on the part of some 
community-based pathologists and diagnostic specialists 
who are not affiliated with molecular testing centres or 
who are not involved in the subsequent treatment of lung 
cancer patients. Reflex testing provides timely results and 
bypasses the need for an oncology consultation (with 
associated delays) before molecular testing is initiated24. 
Oncologists, pathologists, and the specialists acquiring 
diagnostic tissue must therefore collaborate to facilitate 
reflex biomarker testing and rapid turnaround time for 
result reporting. Dedicated government funding (including 
for pathology services and infrastructure), in conjunction 
with a streamlining of diagnostic algorithms to emphasize 
reflex testing, can improve molecular testing practices and 
patient outcomes. Advocacy and lobbying efforts to address 
such limitations resulted in Ontario’s Ministry of Health 
approving routine funding for EGFR analysis in lung cancer 
as of September 2014.

Interdisciplinary Communication

Multidisciplinary Perspectives
The need for molecular testing adds complexity to di-
agnostic algorithms for lung cancer and requires active 
involvement from physicians across multiple disciplines46. 
Interventional clinicians who obtain diagnostic samples 
are responsible for providing clinical information to the pa-
thology lab—including the suspected primary tumour site, 
any known prior molecular analysis, and available staging 
information—to alert pathologists of the anticipated need 
for molecular testing. Use of a structured requisition to as-
sist pathologists with key clinical information can further 
improve the testing process.

Pathologists should provide timely and direct feed-
back to interventional clinicians about the adequacy of 
tissue sampling and molecular testing success rates22. 
Providing performance data at the hospital and individual 
level relative to provincial standards could also encourage 
performance improvement21. When molecular testing is 
not successful, it is imperative that pathologists notify the 
appropriate clinicians so that treatment decisions are not 

delayed and arrangements for repeat biopsy can be made. 
Such notifications might require additional infrastructure 
support and communication channels linking pathologists 
and clinicians.

Solutions to Implementation Barriers
Maintaining a bi-directional f low of information and 
continuous feedback is a critical requirement to facilitate 
ongoing process and quality improvement. Multidisci-
plinary diagnostic clinics or tumour-site conferences could 
potentially facilitate improved communication between 
clinicians across multiple disciplines who are involved 
in the diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer patients58. 
At a provincial level, establishing a centralized molecular 
testing registry accessible to all clinicians could facilitate 
treatment planning, expedite starting treatment, and re-
duce requests for repeat testing from different institutions.

Our education intervention established a multidisci-
plinary network of Ontario specialists that will serve as a 
foundation for further collaborative knowledge translation 
efforts. Although specific communication protocols might 
differ between individual institutions, it is clear that close 
collaboration between all clinicians involved in manag-
ing patients with advanced lung cancer will contribute to 
timely, coordinated molecular testing.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Rapid advances in lung cancer treatment demand contin-
uous re-evaluation of current practices, predictive testing, 
and dissemination of updated best practices (Figure 2). 
An anticipated challenge is funding and incorporating 
next-generation molecular testing platforms into routine 
practice to allow for extensive molecular profiling beyond 
the context of a clinical trial. Another challenge will be 
facilitating repeat tumour sampling to identify resistance 
mutations when resistance to initial targeted therapy de-
velops. Evaluation of circulating tumour dna in peripheral 
blood is an example of a method that could potentially 
improve patient access to repeat molecular testing.

FIGURE 2 Historical lung cancer diagnosis pathway. Adapted with 
permission from Sekhon et al., 201359. H&E = hematoxylin and eosin; 
SCLC = small-cell lung cancer; NSCLC = non-small-cell lung can-
cer; IHC = immunohistochemistry; NOS = not otherwise specified; 
SCC = squamous cell carcinoma; ADC = adenocarcinoma; NGS = 
next-generation sequencing.
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CONCLUSIONS

We implemented a locally developed and tailored knowl-
edge dissemination strategy to address knowledge gaps for 
Ontario specialists about the importance of and require-
ments for molecular testing in lung cancer. Key themes that 
emerged from the intervention included optimizing sample 
acquisition through feedback to the clinicians obtaining 
diagnostic specimens, enabling pathologist-initiated 
reflex molecular testing, and enhancing interdisciplin-
ary coordination at the local and provincial levels. The 
multidisciplinary network established by our initiative is 
well-positioned to facilitate future knowledge transfer and 
collaboration to improve the diagnosis and treatment of 
lung cancer in Ontario.
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